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. . .I have had an opportunity . . . of studying the text
of the statement by the President of the United States . . . .
In that statement, . . . the President annôunced the modification
of the Presidential order to the 7th Fleet .issued by his pre-
decessor on June 27, 1950 . That order which-was given, . . .
shortly after the aggressive attack on South Korea, was in the
nature of an instruction to the United States 7th Fleet both
to prevent any, attack upon Formosa from the mainland, and also
to ensure that Formosa should not be used as a base of operations
against the Chinese Communist mainland .

The order was issued, of course, before the large-
scale intervention by Chinese Communist forces in Korea, and its
objective was to neutralize Formosa in order to limit the hostili-
ties arising out of the aggression of June 25, 1950, on the
Korean peninsula . I

. . . the original-order was an action taken on the
sole responsibility of the United States Government, just a s
the recent action modifying it with respect to what the President
has termed the employment of the 7th Fleet to "shield Communist
China" was taken on the sole responsibility of the United States
Government . That, however, does not make the matter one of little
or merely indirect interest to other countries, including Canada .

With respect to the position of the Canadian Government,
while we remain resolved to carry out our United Nations obliga-
tions in Koreâ, we do not think that the defence of Formosa,
which has not been assumed by the United Nations, should be con-
fused with the defence of Korea, which has . As I have mentioned
on several occasions in the House, on May 15, 1951, on May 22,
1951, and on April 1, 1952, our consistent position has bee n
that this island should be neutralized so far as that is possible,
while hostilities continue in Korea . Our view has been that the
final disposition of Formosa should be a subject to be discussed
at a conference on Far Eastern problems which should be hel d
when the fighting ceases in Korea ; and we strongly supported
the statement of principles approved by the Political Committee
of the Fifth United Nations General Assembly which spedifically
provided for such a conference . In any decision regarding the
future of Formosa, the wishes of the people there would naturally
be a primary consideration .

In considering the possible effects of this recent action
by the United States Government, I should emphasize that on Far
Eastern issues, as on other questions in which we are both con-
cerned, the fundamental and long-term aims of Canada and the
United States are similar, although naturally we may differ on
occasions in our approach to specific issues and as to how these
long-term aims can best be achieved .

Canadians of course know President Eisenhower well .
They feel a deep gratitude for the services he has already
rendered the free world and have full confidence, I am sure, in
his peaceful and constructive purposes . And I am convinced that



one of these purposes ®m as it is the purpose of this Government
and this Parliament and our country~ and the purpose of the other
governments who are now engaged in Korea ~m is to end and no t
to extend the Korean war o

It should also be noted that in his statement Presi-
dent Eisenhower stated clearly that 'flthïs order implies no agm
gressive intent on our part" ; Nor should we9 I think9 assume
that because of this order any large scale operations in the
near future are likely to be undertaken by Chinese Nationalist
forces on the mainlando The order does9 however9 rescind that
part of the original order by which the United States 7th Fleet
would prevent any such operations o

The original order did give9 I suppose9 to the Commun-
ist forces in China a feeling of immunîty from attack from
Formosao This has become increasingly unacceptable to the
people of the United Statesy as the Chinese Communists have
continued their aggression in Korea and only recently rejecte d
a resolution, approved by the present United Nations General
Assembly which could have ended the war there on acceptable
termso The United States Government has9 therefore9 found it
necessary to take action to alter à situation which was con.
sidered to no longer have its_original_justification o

It is no doubt hoped that this change may keep more
Chinese Communist forces in China and hence have an advantageous
effect on United Nations operations in Koreao It would ?of course
be another matter as hono members will be aware, if Chines e
Nationalist_raiders or invading forces were escorted or pro- .
tected in their operations by the armed forces of other United
Nations governmentso We have no reason to believey however, on
the basis of any information available to us that any such
development will take place~ the consequences of which would be
far-reaching o

We are not of course committAd by9 though naturally we
are concerned with9 the action taken in Washington in connection
with this matter„ The Government will f o11ow developments with
the closest possible attention and take appropriate action to
make our views known if and when the occasion so warrantso Mean
while I think it would be unwise and premature to jump to dogmatic
or critical conclusions concerning the step taken by the United
States Government9 and announced 1,n a statement by President
Eisenhower whïch contained so much that was wise and heartenin g
to us allo

oooI should say first that the seventh session of the
United Nations General Assembly, which is proving to be a mom-
entous Asse©bly indeed, has already given us cause for some en-
couragement and for some anxiety~ The main subject, of coursey
as I have indicated, is Koreao The Korean resolutions which I
discussed more f ully in my statement of last December, has since
that time9 0 00 been rejected by Communist China and by North Korea
and, theref ore, unfortunately has not led to an armistice in the
unhappy Korean peninsula ., Nevertheless I think that this effort,
and the resolution which reflects this effort were of very great
sig nificance and importance as a demonstration of unity and
solidarity -- unity which included all the Asian members of the
United Nations o In fact the effort was led by one of the Asian
members, India ,

Although this resolution has not brought an end to the
fighting in Korea, it has become the star.ting point9 the basis'
for any future actiono Finally, I belïeve that it is important
that this resolution showed very clearly where the will to peace
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now lies by exposing the insincerit,r of Communist declarations
that they wish to end the war in Korea .

If the United Nations proposal on Korea, which was a
fair compromise, had been accepted by the Communists who talk
so much about a cease-fire we would have been able long since
to enjoy a cease-fire -- a cease-fire on the basis of an arm-
istice agreed upon, with prisoners of war already exchanged ;
and we would now be well on the way to a political conference
on outstanding Korean and other Far Eastern questions . .

Their summary rejection, and it was a summary rejection
by the Communists, of this great opportunity for peace expose s
the hollowness and hypocrisy of the Communist clamour for a cease-
f ire without an armistice and without an exchange of prisoners --
matters which, along with others in the Soviet proposals, echoed
recently by Peking, are to be left for later disposition to a
commission which would be set up after the cease-fire and on
whose decisions the .Communist members would have had a veto .

On that important question and other important questions,
the General Assembly has already shown that even when faced with
matters potentially very explosive it is capable of reaching,
decisions which bear a relation to the present facts and to the
possibilities of constructive internatiorual action .

It is probable, however,~ that there will be further
far-reaching discussions at later sessions of the General Assembly
on the reconciliation of domestic jurisdiction as laid down i n
the Charter with the claim that the United Nations is competent
to consider and to intervene in any question which anyone may
wish to put on the agenda . There is probably no more important
long-range problem facing the United Nations General Assembly
than this .

In the economic, social and legal fields the General
Assembly did not strike out on any new paths, but it reviewed
and developed the work of its various technical ggencies . It is
possibly worth special mention that there was a decision to re-
commend a425 million grant for the expanded programme of technical
assistance which the Economic and Social Council had already
proposed .

Such achievements as the General Assembly has been able
to make are I think the more commendable in that they were made
under the handicap of the uncertainty attendant upon the Presi-
dential election in the United States . The General Assembly was
also faced with serious problems posed for the organization it-
self by the resignation of the Secretary-General and by certain
difficulties which arose over personnel problems in the Secretariat .
I shall say no more about these matters now, as they will undoubt-
edly be discussed at the resumed session .

However, there are some additional subjects on the
agenda which promise to Cive rise to discussion and indeed to
opportunities for propaganda . These include, for example, germ
warfare, the Polish resolution on "peace" and the Czechoslovak
resolution referriiE tô thé alleged interference of the United
States in the internal affairs of other states . We are now more
than half way through the session of the General Assembly, I
hope ; and while I do not wish to indulge in any idle or unrealistic
praise of what it has done or to minimize the difficulties which
lie ahead, I think we can take some encouragement from the spirit
in which the General Assembly tackled the great issues which faced
it last October and the constructive way in which so many delega-
tions sought for solutions to those issues .



At the United Nations the relations of our delegation
were particularly close, as they always have been, with the
delegations from the other Commonwealth countries and from the
United States, and I should like to say a few words at this
point about our relations with the United States .

For the past months we in Canada, and indeed the people
of the whole world, have followed with mounting interest the
constitutional and democratic processes of the United States in
connection with the choice of a Federal Administration by the
people of the United States . In Canada, and elsewhere, I think
people were struck by the way in which, once the elections were
over, the tumult had ceased and the television had faded away,
the people of the United States closed ranks behind their new
Administration and took up once again the gigantic task to which
destiny has called them at this time .

To Mr . Truman of Independence, Missouri, Canadians owe
much and I think will acknowledge a great debt . He met interna-
tional challenges during the years he sat in the most important
office in the most important state in the world with courage and
conviction, and he played an indispensable part in laying the
foundations which made collective resistance to aggression a
reality and in strengthening the sinews of the free world . Now
President Eisenhower is taking up this Herculean burden . We all
know the towering contribution he made to victory in war . It is
encouraging today to know that his qualities of statesmanship,
and his strength of character, his wisdom and experience will
be placed at the service not only of the United State$, but of
all the free world in our search for peace and security .

The inaugural speech of the new President breathed,
I think, both humility and strength . It was an inspiration to
all those who were able to hear or read it .

There are no two countries in the world, . . . whose
relations are closer and more intimate than those of Canada and
the United States . We have our problems and our dif•ferences and
will continue to have them, problems which arise not_'only from
strictly bilateral questions but also from the position of the
United States as the leader of the free world coalition of which
Canada is a part . Naturally, as the United States possesses so
much the greatest power in that coalition and as its influence
is correspondingly, and rightly, greater than others, we,others
are preoccupied -- and at times inte nsely so -- as to how that
power will be used and how that leadership will,be exercised .

One problem for any Canadian Government in its relatio .,,
with the United States as the leader of,jcur coalition -- and it
sometimes a difficult problem to solve -- is to know when w e
should give up our own particular view in the interests of gener a
agreement and when we should persist in our own policy even if
it means disagreement of the kind which gives so much aid and
comfort to the Communists .

In seeking for the right answer to this question, on
the occasions when it is presented to us, there are various
factors which I suggest we should always take into consideration,
The first is our responsibility to our own people which means,
when necessary, stating our own views to our friends frankly
but responsibly . Second, it means an understanding of the desir-
ability, indeed the necessity, in the face of the menace that co,'
fronts us, of maintaining the maximum degree of unity that is
possible . Third, it means a recognition of the special respons-
ibility that the United States is bearing in the effort for peacE
All this, I suggest, makes it desirable not only that the Canadi,
voice in international affairs should be frank and clear and in



a recognizable Canadïan accent, and also that there should be
the greatest possible harmony between that voice and the other
members of the chorus, especially the leader .

So far as our strictly bilateral relations with the
United States are concerned, : ïfït is possible to separate them
from the collective problems which we share with others, they
are closer, more complex and more varied than ever before . Take

trade for instance . The currents of trade now criss-cross our
boundary with the United States until trade between our two
countries has become greater than that between any two countries
in the world and, indeed, I believe is greater than trade be-
tween the United States and the whole of South America . Every
state in the United States and every province in Canada has a
part in that trade which reaches farther into Canada as our
northern frontiers assume greater importance in the industrial
development of both countries .

So . . . we were glad to hear President Eisenhower, in
his Sta te-of-the-Union message, urge upon the United States
Congress the need for basing foreign trade securely on fair
and equitable arrangements, and in particular_ .to hear his
recommendation regarding the reciprocal trade agreements act and
the revision of customs regulations aimed at reducing obstacles
to trade . We hope that this will soôn result in enhancing the
economic strength of the whole free world by securing its f ounda-
tion in rational trading policies which will benefit us all .
Political co-operation and economic conflict are difficult at
times to reconcile .

In joint defence, if I may turn to another field, our
partnership with the United States is also becoming closer and
more complex. Today our common defence requirements are greater
than ever before, so great, for instance, that it has been
necessary for Canadians, and,Americans to take their places
side by side at lonely northern outposts in Canada as protec-
tion against possible aggression which9 if it occurred, would
not be aggression against a nation but aggression against a
continent . It must be expected, that as the advances of modern
science and technobogy increase the speed with which an enemy
could strike, so it will be necessary to push our continental
defences and our continental development farther and farther
north.

In this increasing preoccupation with common defence
there is ground for satisfaction on two counts . First, Canadians
know that the United States Government respects our rights and
our natural desire to retain in our own liands the responsibility
for administration over all our territory, subject of course to
the requirements of collective security . Second, the increas ing
need for northern defence arrangements i :l turn requires a further
development of transportation, communications and other facili-
ties which are making a material contribution to opening up the
wealth and resourcesof our last remaining frontier, the north .

There is one matter, however, in which our American
friends have not been able to co-operate with us at the pace we
feel the requirements of the situation demand . I am speaking of

the•St . Lawrence Seaway . We have made €reat progress during the
last few months toward the completion of arrangements for the
joint development of the power works in the International Section
of the river, which are essential bef ore we can proceed with the
development of the navigation works, eitlier alone or in co-opera-
tion with the United Staties . All arrangements in Canada have
now long since been completed . It remains only for the Federal
Power Commission of the United States to issue a licence to an
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appropriate agency to construct the United States share of the
power works for this whole project to get under waya We are
waiting for the Federal Power Commission to reach a decision
on this mattero We hope that it will be soon, and we are dis-
appointed that that decision has not already been reached o

As arrangements for this Canadian project approach
completion, there has been renewed interest in the United States
in participating in the construction, the operation and the
control of the waterway . Our position9 which has already been
made public, is simply that we must get on with the entire
development just as quickly as we cano The need for power has
long been urgent o It must be met 9 and the St, Lawrence Rive r
is the last important source of low cost hydro-electric power
available to serve this particular areao Once the arrangements
for the development of this power have been completed9 and only
tnen, we can discuss whatever new proposal the United States may
wish to make for participating in the Seawayo It has been made
clear, however, that the discussion of any new proposal fo r
sharing this task must not delay any longer the whole projecto

Canada and the United States has solved many problems
together in a spirit of good will and good neighbourliness, with
faith in each other's intentions and purposesa Surely they will
be able to solve this one, and soon o

I should like to turn for a moment o0o if I may, to
our relations with Latin America, which are growing in importance
both politically and commerciallyo It has been the policy of
this Government to do everything it can to foster that growth
and to strengthen our relations with this increasingly important
part of the worldo The importance and influence of the Latin
American countries is evidenced not only by their growing trade
but also by their growing influence in the worldBs councils,-
especially at the United Nations o

So far as trade is concerned9 Latin America has become
the third largest trading area for Canada3 our total trade with

it having risen f rom $33 million in 1938 to well over $500 million

in 1952, almost equally diüided between imports and exportso
Although our trade with Latin American averages only about 6
per cent of our commerce with the world in general, it accounts
for about one-quarter of our trade with all countries other than
the United States and the United Kingdomo So one of the prin-
cipal aims of Latin America and Canada in recent years in part-
icular has been to increase trade in both directions o

We are especially glad -0,., .to welcome :back : :to the . House
our colleague the Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mro ïiowe)y who
has recently made such a distinguished contribution toward
strengthening our political and our commercial relationships
with Latin Americao From all accounts we have received, his
mission was greeted with quite exceptional cordiality in the
countries which it visited, and this gives real hope of fruit-
ful results of the kind we are accustomed to securing from the
Minister of Trade and Commerce . .a o

oo, Now, I would like to say a few words about our
relations with the Commonwealtho It is not easy, of course, to
bring the Commonwealth neatly into any geographical tour since
it is as scattered on the map as it is varied in its pegples .
It remains one of the most important associations through which
Canadian foreign policy is worked out collectively with our
friends . It is an association deep-rooted in our history but
sensitive to political evolution, as was pointed out so eloquently
in this house the other day . Unlike the United. hations and un-
like NATO, it has no formal treaty between its members, no formal
machinery or firm commitments of any kind ; but it is a source of



political, economic and moral strength to all of its members and
'it is of value indeed to the free world which not so long ago it
saved from disaster and defeat . Its tried methods of consultation

have survived many perils :and are alway~ followed by decisions
taken by the respective member governments and by agreement on the
part of zts respective member governments, if only agreements t o

disagree, . .which occasionally happens .

The relations, for instance, among the Commonwealt h

delegations at the United Nations are very close and important, .

and it is significant, I think, to realize that at the recent

General Assembly of the United Nations ;there were members of the
Commonwealth who were in what might be termed almost violent .

disagreement in their approach to certain items on the agenda ;

but that that never at any time prevented those members . of the

Commonwealth in such disagreement from meeting around the table
at a Commonwealth meeting to try to iron out their difficulties
in private before they were expressed in public .- •_ , . ,

Nay I, , while I am on Commonwealth relationsfhips, mention
one other recent consultation, the Conference of Commonwealth
Prime Ministers held in London last November . It will be recalled

that this conference concluded that -- and I quote from its - ,

commùniqué --

---a more positive policy can now be adopted both by
the Commonwealth cquntries themselves, and in concert with
oth,er friendly coantries, to promote the expansion of world
production and trade .

TAnd it emphasized that. Commonwealth countries .-- and

again I quote -- _, _
'

. a

-- have no intention of' seeking the creation of' a - . :
discriminatory economic bloc ; rather their object is by
strengthening themselves to benefit the world economy
generally . . . the Commonwealth countries look outward

to . . . co-operation with others, not inward to a•.closed ._

association . . . ' - ~ =

That is from the comminiqué at the end of that con-

ference . This conference was no narrow group aiming' to improv e

its position at the expense of or without consideration for others .
It was a widely representative meeting seeking to find some basis
on which beneficial national action could be taken and from which
international co-operation could proceed, but fully aware that .
such co-operation, to be effective, must have a broader basis .
than even the Commonwealth association .

_ The effectiveness of this Commonwealth conference can-
not of course, be judged f inally .until more is known of the measures
adopted by individual governments following it, and until further
discussions have taken place between its members and other govern-
ments, particularly the Government of the United States, and with
various international organizations, particularly the Organiza-
tion for European Economic Co-operation . The Commonwealth countries
have, however, taken a useful initiative . In f ollowing it up there
will have to be co-operation on the broadest possible basis to ease
the necessary but not easy adjustments which may have to be made,
especially by some of the members of the Commonwealth . In this
process the Canadian Government will naturally wish to play a
full and, I hope, constructive part . .: _

Another Commonwealth initiative on which I can only
touch at this time, but which I am sure will be give n considera-
tion later, is the Colombo Plan which likewise' was framed in full
awareness of the interests of other countries and other organiza-
tions, particularly the United Nations . Tr.at plan is now nearing



the end of its second year and it continues to be one of the most
'important and constructive elements in our foreign economic polic ;

The significance of the Commonwealth, however,rests on
more than trade and economic development factors . In today's-

.

world the effort to bring the condition of men a little closer .to
the ideal of brotherhood, though an aim which we share-•with many
others outside the Commonwealth, can be felt and understood wit hir •
the Commonwealth as someting with a special and I think a deeper
meaning .

Today the Commonwealth, including its Asian nation ;--1,-,
members, is able to do much in promoting this understanding and
co-operation, especially between the West and Asia .` The presence
at Her Majesty's coronation next June of representatives of all
nations of the Commonwealth, whether monarcïry or republic, from
East and West, will be a striking demonstration of this free
world-wide association of which our young "'ueen is the gracious
symbol. Furthermore, since the Commonwealth embraces territories
which, though not yet qualified for membership, are nevertheless
advancing toward self-government, it-may before long be faced ,
with proposals for-the inclusion of new members ., The old Fmpire
gave way to the new Commonwealth, and that new Commonwealth in
its turn is developing and changing and gathering, I hope, new
opportunities of service and usefulness in the process .

This influence of the Commonwealth with its Asian
members is one reason Canadians think more about Asia and the
Far East than they did a few years ago . Today the Far East is
also close to our interest because fighting is actually going
on there in Korea, in Indo-China and in Malaya, and it threatens
in other places. We continue to do what we can-to end this
fighting, especially in Korea, as a prelude to a general settle-
ment in that area. • I I

As I said a few moments ago the most recent attempt at
the United Nations General Assembly to end the war in Korea has
failed . But the effort to that end must not stop, and I am sure
it will not stop . The guiding principle of Canadian policy in
Korea is to continue to do everything possible to limit the
present- hostilitïes to the Korean peninsula, and to take advantag e
of any opportunity for an early settlement of these hostilities
by peaceful negotiation . It follows from this that our general
attitude in the United Nations General Assembly, as elsewhere ,
is to support proposals designed to facilitate an armistice agree-
ment, and to oppose proposals which, in our judgment, would impede
such an armistice .

On the specific question, for instance, of the dispos-
ition of prisoners of war, the Canadian position has been quite
clear and consistent . We do not believe that any prisoner should
be compelled by force to return to what was once his homeland or
should be prevented, through any kind of moral or physical force ,
from so returning .

We consider also that the purpose of the United Nations
in Korea remains the defeat of aggression there, and does not ino
clude intervention in the civil war in China . So long as Chinese
troops act as aggressors in Korea they must be opposed and that
aggression, if possible, defeated . This does not mean that we'
who'oppose them, by so doing, are committed to the overthrow by
force of the government now in effective control of the mainland
of China . As we see it we are engaged not in a national war agair .
Communist China or in intervening in a Chinese civil war, but as a
member of the United Nations in a police action agairist aggressior,



Such action may be, and in this case is, just as bloody
and dangerous and as hard to bear for those who are engaged in it,
as any war of old . But it does embody a new and heartening concept
of arms used to defend international order and law rather than to
defend . national interests alone . . .

On this point . . . I should like to quote a few words
from a magazine which will be familiar to hon . members, though
possibly not on account of its comment on international affair s
so much as its humour . I refer to the New Yorker . In an editorial
in its issue of November 8, 1952, I find .tï.ese words :

Korea was undettaken, and stands at this date, as an
attempt to honour a prior commitment among nations ; that is,
the United Nations Charter agreement about armed aggression .
This fact, without making Korea less bloody, make Kore a
unique and distinguishes it from wars this nation --

The editorial i s referring to the United States .

--has known and fought in the past . . . .

When a policeman chases a thief, he does so because of
a prior decision of the community regarding felony . JThe
community of the United Nations, new and shaky and divided
against itself, made a decision about aggression, and a
bloc of non-Communist armies, egged on principally by us
Americans, rushed in to enforce the global ordinance in the
name of collective security . It may be amess, and the
events leading up to it may lack clarity, but nobody need
apologize for police action in support of world belief, and
nobody should belittle the word "police" . It is a good word,
and cannot be dissociated from justice and peace .- . . .

Another point of importance in the policy Canada holds
towards Korea and the Far East generally is our belief that it is
essential that Western and Asian democracies should maintain in
this matter the highest possible degree of unity of purpose and
action. We do not believe, accordingly, that the Western powers
should'press for military or economic measures, at the United
Nations or elsewhere, which would certainly not be supported and
indeed might be actively opposed by important non-Communist Asian
states, and which without such support would be less effective in
ending the Korean war than in• extending it .

This principle has guided our policy in this matter in
the past, and it will continue to guide us in considering any such
proposals which may be made in the future . We think that such
proposals should be considered, not emotionally or from the stand-
point of our feelings about the Communist regime in Peking, which
we detest, but in the light of our United Nations obligation to
stop aggression in Korea, and from the point of view of whether
their value in that respect is more than offset by the risk of
precipitâting a war on the mainland of China which, it is clear,
would not stop there . It is, of course, very natural indeed to
desire to hit the aggressor in new places and with new weapons,
but it is also wise to realize that in consequence he may also hit
us somewhere else and with new weapons . There are, for instance,
about two million people on the very small and rocky island of
Hong Kong .

. . .I should like to say a few words about the concept
of a security arrangement in the Pacific along the lines of the
Atlantic Pact -- a concept which we usually embody in the words
Pacific Security Pact .
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I have told the House on a number of occasions that,
in my view, the time was not yet ripe for a Pacific pact along
those lineso I believe that that zs still the caseo On June 20,
1952, when I last mentioned the subject in this House9 I said we
were in agreement with the views of Nira John Foster Dullesg who
had said that he did not think it feasible on any quick time-table
to associate the countries of Asia in a security pact in the same
way as the countries of the Atlantic were associatedo Mro Dulles
is of course9 now the United States Secretary of Stateo We con-
tinue to agree with these views whïch he then expressed and which
I believe he still holdso I hope those who hold ;"other views on
this subject will produce concrete and impressive evidence in
support of them9 so we may be give n an opportunity9 on the basis
of that evidence9 to consider whether we should change our minds
and not merely reiterate that we should have a Facific pact and
that we should do more in that respect in the Pacif ic o

As I see it, there are three fundamental difficulties
which remain -- and I have mentioned them bef ore -- in the way
of the early realization of a Pacific pact on a multilateral
basise The first difficulty -- and it is a basic one -- is which
Pacific states ~hould be included and which should be left out ;
the second is how to get the various countries which might part-
icipate to agree to team up with other potential members ; and
finally there is the lack of community of interest and purpose
and policy among some of the potential members o

Until these problems are solved9 and they are certainly
not solved yet, a Pacific pact wfiich attempted to be the counter-
part of the North Atlantic Pact would, I think, inevitably be an
artiîj.cial creation and might well do more harm than good o

The Pacific, however, is by no means a security vacuumo
The United States has security arrangements with Canada9 of coursei
but also with Japan9 with the Philippines, with Australia and
with New Zealand ,

,oo It has been suggested by some that Canada might
adhere to the tripartite security treaty, now known as the gNZUS
Pact9 between the United States9 Australia and New Zealand, On
April 19 19529 I expressed oootthe opinion that the objection s
to broadening this arrangement at this time into a general Pacific
pact, or indeed the objections to including any additional states
in this arrangement, were accepted as overriding by certain countri
whose support for such broadening would be essential ; and that
certainly means first of all the United Stateso That opinion, has
subsequently been reinf orced by the communiqué .issued on Aug us t
7, 1952, by the ANZUS Council itself9 at the conclusion of its
first meetingo That communiqué reads in part as f ollows :

It would be premature at this early stage in its own
development --

(that is the development of ANZUS )

-~ to establish relationships with other states o0 0

As the ANUS Council itself has taken that attitude not
particularly or especially in relation to Canada but in relation tc
other countries as well, including countries which have a deep and
abiding interest in such a pact, I do not tnink it would be
appropriate for us to press for membership at this time o00
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We obtained, I thinl., quite adequate information on

which to base the policy which we have followed . So I repeat,

~ : . that while we are not members of a Pacific Security Pact
along the lines of the North Atlantic Pact, and while we ar e
not now members of the ANZUS association, we are just as much con-
cerned with security in the Pacific as we are with security in the
Atlantic ; because security, like peace itself, is indivisiblb .
But that does not mean, as I see it, that the expression of this
concern must be through the same type of collective security
machinery everywhere .

When talking about a Pacific pact it is natural, I
think, to say a few words about our relations with Japan which
would have to play an important part in any collective security
arrangement in the Pacific, and this indicates one of the reasons
it is not easy at this time to broaden the more limited associa-
tion into a wider one .

Earlier last month our colleague, the former Idnister of
Fisheries, Mr . Mayhew, took up his new duties as first Canadian
Ambassador to post-war Japan . .; .He has got down to work at once ,

as one would expect of him . His arrival in Japan and indeed the
exchange of ambassadors with that country not only reflects the
developing significance of Canada as a Pacific „power, but it also
points up the increased importance which both countries, Japan
and Canada, attach to their relations with each other .

Canadian interests in Japan are important and varied .

In trade, for instance, Japan has again become one of our best
customers . The question of our trading relations with her is a
difficult one ; and some of us may find it hard to approach the
problem entirely dispassionately . But I suggest that we cannot
affond to ignore it, for Japan is at present our fourth largest
market . Last year we Bold Japan $102 million worth of goods,
about eight times as much as we bought from herc:

Political considerations reinforce these economic reasons
for reasonable trading relations with Japan . If she is to be re-
tained as a healthy and reliable friend and ally in that critical
part of the world, we and the other free countries must be pre-
pared to join with her in working out satisfactory arrangement s
for maintaining and expanding the trade on which we are both so
dependent, and on which she is especially ddpendent, aaashe sees
her markets on the mainland of Asia being curtailed or possibly
being lost because of pobitical difficulties .

As an associate in the free world community, we look to
Japan to adhere to her new-found democratic way of life, and we
expect her to make a constructive contribution to collective
security in the Pacific . On the other hand, I suppose Japan has
the right to look to us to do our part -- and by "our" I mean the
nations of the Western world, including Canada -- to show that her
choice of friendly association with us is wise from the point of
view of enlightened self-interest .

May I say a word now about another part of Asia which
has great strategic and political significance at the present
time . I refer to Southeast Asia, where the situation in some
places has taken a turn for the better during the pas t year .
Burma, for instance, has made considerable strides towards the
restoration of internal order, and in Malaya the tide of Communist
terrorism has receded . But in Indo-China wr.ich, in some ways, is
the most important part of this Southeast Asian area, bitter
fighting is still going on to keep this territory under nationalist
but out of Communist control . i
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In a resolution adopted December 17, 1952s the North
Atlantic Council expressed its wholehearted admiration for these
efforts and acknowledged that .the resistance of the free nations
of Southeatt Asia was in fullest harmony with the aims-and ideals
of the Atlantic community, and agreed that the campaign waged by
French Union forces in Indo-China merited support from NATO members
Indeed there is a close strategic relationship not only between
events in Korea and Indo-China, but also between events in Indo-
China and in Western Europe, because events in Indo-China have a
very important bearing,on France~s contribution to the defenc e
of Western Europeo 00 0

In this tour I have reached Southeast Asia, and it is
interesting to note that there is now only a relatively small
geographical gap between Southeast Asia and the area covered by
the North Atlantic Treaty, whmch goes to the Eastern boundaries
of Turkeyo And so in a debate of this kindy it is possibly not
as inappropriate as it might seem to jump from Southeast Asia to
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization ,

oooAll members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and all members of the Commonwealth, I think except Asian members ,
have recognized Viet Nam9 Laos and Cambodia o

So far as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is con-
cerned9 the feeling has recently developed that the high hopes
which we placed in NATO not so long ago are not being realizedo
The claim is being put forward on the one hand that NATO defence
plans are inadequate and are being implemented too slowly to meet
the threat which Soviet military strength still poses in Europe'.:-
On the other hands, some people feel that the effort to achieve the
military targets agreed to at Lisbon is rcsulting in economic weak®
ness and social and political divisiony and that economic and
political co-operation is being subordinated to excessive military
planning .

Well., I think myself that both tiiese criticisms are
someiihat exaggerated . If NATO has lost some of the momentum of .
its earliest days and some of the appeal of those days -- and
I am not denying that that might be the case -- it is due, I
suggest, to a certain recent tendencyy which is a natural on e
in the circumstances to mark time during tr.e longish period while
the leader of the coalition was changing the guardy and the period
between the changing and the mounting of that guard, There was a
certain hesitation in NATO activity which extended over some month s

It might also be due to a feeling of lessening tension
as the years go by without attack, and with growing strength on
our side which, of course, means heavy defence burdens, That
feeling can be dangerous by lulling us into a sense of fals

e security and, indeed, complacencyo On the other hand I sugges t
that it should not be permitted to obscure the fact that the
founding and building up of this NATO coalition of 14 nations is
itself, one of the greatest achievements of history in our time,
People already tend to take for granted this really revolutionary
development which has taken place in less than four yearso And
so it should be a source of sober satisfaction, though certainly
not of complacency, that by the end of 19 52 in Western Europe,
largely befause of NAT09 ;the temptation to easy and victorious
aggression has been removed, that temptation which is the great-
est threat to peace when totalitarian governments are around o

Canada's :acontribution to NATO forces remains in accord-
ance with the commitments which we accepted at Lisbono They in-
clude 24 warships being made available by the Royal Canadian Navy
for anti-submarine and coastal service as part of the Atlantic
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force, the 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade, which is stationed in
Germany as part of General Ridgwaÿ's forces, and the two F-86
jet-fighter wings already overseas, which will be part of the
R .C .A .F . division to be stationed in France and Germany when
airfields become available . Canada has also provided, during
the past year, considerable help to otrier member countries by
means of ôur Mutual Aid Programme, under which substantial
quantities of arms and anbillary equipment have been supplied .

A ministerial meeting of the Council was held in Paris
in December, not to make momentous decisions but rather to revié_w
the progress made since Lisbon on both the civilian and military
sides . And there will be another meeting of the North Atlantic
Council, under present plans, toward the end of April . At that
meeting we will consider the 1952 annual review, which was not
completed in December . We will alsa consisîer steps to be recom-
mended for the rest of 1953 .

On the civilian side, the Secretary-General's report
last December described the work, constructive but still in its
initial stages, which has been done in the non-military fields of
co-operation, although it has not proceeded as far as some of us
had hoped when we signed the North Atlantic Pact . Work has pro-
ceeded in the fieldJôf political consultation through the Council,
which is now in permanent session, work dealing with population
problems, civil defence in wartime, food plans and ship production
and supply .

In this connection I think it possibly appropriate for
me to refer to the problem posed by the floods which have devast-
ated three of the member states of NATO . The North Atlanti c
Treaty Organization is the formal expression of the North Atlantic
community . A community is a group of people who act together in
a crisis, and it is in moments of emergency and crisis that each
of us is made aware of the reality of the community which links
the peoples which compose it .

The flood disasterswhich have recently struck at
Britain, the Netherlands and Belgium aroused throughout Canada
and the whole'community instant sympathy and concern, coupled
with a desire to speed aid to the victims . I think this disaster
might well be a matter for consideration by our North Atlantic
Treaty Organization . . . .

It has been brought to the attention of the Council by
several members . I should like to say a word on the i~ilitary
side before I sit down . The progress report of the Military Com-
mittee in December showed that great advances had b een made in
training and increasing the effectiveness of the various national
forces assigned to the supreme commander, and in the co-operation
between national units and staffs . Substantial advances have also
been made in the standardization of international military pro-
cedures, notably in signals and in the provision of airfields . At
their December meeting the ministers were able to complete the
European Command structure by approving the Military Committee's
proposal for the establishment of a Mediterranean Command . So
on the whole there bas been a stéady advance .

It seems to me rather unf ortunate therefore that the to ne
of the publicity which came out of the Ministerial meeting in Paris
in December seemed to reinforce this talk of loss of momentum and
indeed defeatism . The picture painted in some of the press dis-
patches emanating from Paris was that of reluctant member conntries
falling short of the minimum effort required to guard agai nst
aggression in spite of dire warnings from various quarters of the
consequences of such aggression . If NATO has not done everything

f



that everyone expects of it we should remember that, as in
national affairs, an international undertaking of this sort has
constantly to fit its plans not only to the capabilities but-to
the policies and wills of its member states o

It has also to deal first with the most urgent taskso
It was in recognition of this that the Ministerial meeting in
December directed that more emphasis should be given to increas-
ing the quality of the strength and effectiveness of the NATO
forces and the units necessary for their support rather than to
the provision of greater numbers of troops at this time o

It has also been recognized that the impact of a collect=
ive undertaking of this kind and of this magnitüde is bound to
have important-, .and sometimes unforeseen results on the economies
of member countries, and that political and economic stability
must co-exist with defensive strength or else the strongest
military force would be but an illusion of security, weakening
the very substance which society itself intended to protect .

This does not mean that the governments of NATO countrie ;
should forget for a moment that the danger posed by Soviet imperia'
ism to their common heritage of freedom still remains~ As I have
said, if the threatening cloud of aggression seems now to be less
dark in certain parts of the sky over Europe, it is due to the
efforts which its members have made to increase their collective
strength and unity since the inception of this NATO alliance o
The maintenance of the unity and strength of its members and the
extension of their joint action into other fields depends, as I
see it, in large part on the preservation of our peace and
securityo o,o .

(On motion of Mro Pearson the debate was adjourneda j

oaol think it is clear that there i s one important area
of the world where collective security arrangements are most con-
spicuous by their absencea I am referring to the Middle East,
That is a gap, and an important one in our efforts to defend
ourselves and the free world collectively a

It is 9 I think9 clear that the gap is not :likel:y :,to be
closed by Middle East defencé and security arrangements until the
political relationships between some of the countries in th e
Middle East are happier than they are9 unf ortunatelyy at the
presento That is only one reason why I think the House will
have welcomed the announcement today that an arrangement has
been concluded between the Government of the United Kingdom and .
the Government of Egypt covering the future of the Sudan, which
should be a step forward in stabilizing that whole area . It will
also have been made clear, I hopey that all these separate collect-
ive security arrangements really hang togethera They are in a .
sense interdependent a

Yesterday I finished my discussion by dealing with the
North Atlantic Treaty Organizationo That Organization as we know
is a limited association of fourteen states whose responsibilities
under the Treaty extend only to'a clearly defined area . Meanwhile
it is becoming increasingly clear that it is Communist world
strategy to attempt to drain away the strength of the Western
democracies by military and quasi-military action in the Fa r
East and other places and by fomenting disturbances .in the Middle
East and in Africa, The Communist threat then is on aglobal
scale, and no exclusively regional approach to that threat will
be sufficiento The policies required to meet it must be world-
wide tooo Asian problems are linked with European problems, as
has been so clearly demonstrated in the case of Indo-China .
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Therefore, while each of the NATO partners has its on
particular and necessarily limited commitments, it is essential,
I think, that in the formulation of their plans -- and this is
becoming increasingly recognized in NATO -- they should take
account of their implications in the global setting . Before that
can be done by NATO I think it is fair to say that the strength
and the progress of the NATO effort will have to be linked in
some satisfactory fashion with the move towards greater European
unity .

Last June when I reviewed the European scene I spoke
in some detail of the treaty constituting a European Defence Com-
munity which had been signed at Paris'oon May 27 by representatives
of the Governments of France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy and the Benelux countries . At that time there were reason-
able grounds for hoping that the treaty would be ratified and in
force by the end of 1952 . Unfortunately that hope has not been
fulfilled . In both France and Germany hesitations and doubts
have emerged and persisted, arising perhaps out of the conflict
between hopes for the future and memories of the past . These
have resulted in disappointments and delays which have possibly
caused more surprise and impatience in some quarters than they
should have . After all, the decisions to be made in this matter
are not easy ones and they involve renunciations of sovereignty
that would have been unthinkable even fifteen or twenty years
ago .

Those of us who criticize Europeans for being so slow
to come together, and who sometimes are tempted to draw what
may be misleading historical analogies in urging them to do so,
should ask ourselves how readily we would welcome similar renuncia-
tions of sovereignty on our own part . Yet while we should under-
stand the hesitations and the difficulties, we should also, I
think, clearly realize the desirability, indeed possibly the
necessity, for the right decisions to be made soon so tha t
Europe can combine its strength with ours for security and pro-
gress . In the darkly menacing picture of our world today, the
ancient quarrels of Europe are not important enough to occupy
the foreground . The picture must be looked at, I suggest, from
a new perspective .

It is unwise to underestimate the depth and sincerity
of the national feelings involved, but what alternative is there
to European unity of some kind for defence and, indeed, for
Europe's very existence? The question that Europeans and ourselves
will have to answer is : Is there any solution more acceptable to
the parties concerned than the European Defence Community whic h
is now before them for consideration?

The concept of ahuropean army is a bold and original
one which will not be easy of quick realization . But I think it
is the best and safest proposal yet made to bring Germany into
the Western defence system, without which there cannot really b e
an effective collective defence of Western Europe . That it involves
risks I would be the last to deny . Recent evidence of pro-Nazi
activities in West Germany points up one aspect of this risk . But
there is no course in this matter without risk .' we live in times
which are not calculated to bring comfort to the timid, and a new
world cannot be built in Europe on a foundation of ancient wrongs .

Between now and the eventual ratification of the treaties,
I am confident that the statesmen of the free world will find
solutions to the difficulties which the European Defence Community
faces, particularly in relation to such problems as the Saar and
Indo-China .

/
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The latter problem of Indo~Chinas which we touched on
yesterday and which is ~o important to the free world9 was public l
recognized as such at the December meeting of the North Atlantic
Council ; and I think it is at the root of French fears and hesita-
tions in Europe at the present timeo 000 e may not ooa be aware
that French casualties during operations in Indo-China have been
approximately 9090fl0 wounded, killed and missing am_ and of that
figure +O9 000 have been killed0 It is understandable, then, that
in the plans for closer European defence unity, in which Germany
will participate, the French still have very much in mind the
diversion of their defence effort necessitated by the situation
in IndomChina ,

The additional protocols which the present French Govern•
ment has said it intends to negotiate bef ore it accepts the
European Defence Treaty are meant, in part9 to take into acc:ount
France°s overseas commitments and to allay the fears of the French
people arising out of these overseas commitments and their relatic :
ship in turn to the new commitments that they are being asked to
assume in Europea The strong and expressed desire of the French
Government to see the United Kingdom associate itself more closely
with the European Defence Community is alsok I think9 to some
extent a ."r'eflection of France °s feeling that she cannot safely put
her whole endeavour into the European army so long as she is
committed in Indo®China o

It will be recalled here that the United Kingdom, which
is already making such a big contribution to European defence and,
indeeds to the defence of freedom generallyy has already taken a
number of steps in the direction of cîoser association with the
European Defence Community0 I am sure that we hope that she may
find it possible to take even further steps to that end which will
not prejudice9 of course9 her Commonwealth and overseas interests
and responsibilities a

We9 in Canada4 have given evidence of our strong concern ,
I think9 with the defence of Europe wüich is our. own defence --
both by the pledge and by the presence of our forces in Europe
and by our Programme of Mutual Aid, Moreover, o o~ by sig ning,
giving Parliamentary approval to the NATO~EDC protocol, we have
recognized the direct importance to us of the European Defence
Community arrangements themselveso By that protocol9 we in Canada
assume, as members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
reciprocal obligations for defence along with the European Defence
Communityo W'hen we talk about the Community and express our
opinions on it we are talking about something with which we are
already connected by our actions here, There is provision in this
protocol for mutual consultations between the councils of the two
organizations ; provision for joint sessions whenever one or the
other deems that desirable ; and arrangements for the closest co-
ordination on the technïcal levelo In that sénse9 if European
defence arrangements become operative they will bring Germany not
merely into association with the European Defence Army but into
association with the Trorth Atlantic Treaty Organizationo

So, the uni t,y and the defence of Europe are not matters
to which we give an Olympian blessing from a distant shoreo In
whatever final f orm the European Army becomes a reality, its
offïcers and men will have Canadians as comrades~in-arms since
we share a common airy which is the defence of freedomo We shall
all be united, I hopey behind the shiAl .d of NATO 0

Although the European Army9 theny has not come into
being, European inte gration is making encouraging progress in
other respects 0 In fact, the day before yesterday an event of
very real symbolic and practical importance in the development
of European integration took,~lace ; and I am referring to the
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proclamation establishing the common market in Western Europe for
coal under the terms of the Schuman Plan, to be f ollowed in April
by the common market for steel,. By these arrangements a star t
has been made in eliminating customs barriers and price discrimina-
tion in these vital materials over a vast area inhabited by millions
of peopleo Today the European coal and steel community begins what
should d evelop into close and fruitful European collaboration i n
the economic field ,

In the conception and in the working out of this new
supranational body, because that is what it isy Europe owes a
great deal to the brilliance and energy of Mo Jean Monnet, the
first head of the high authcirity of the Schuman Plan, and also
to the courage and initiative of M. Robert Schuman himse lf, M .
Schuman has shown a remarkable capacity for reaching out to new
concepts and bold designs . There are still many obstacles to
overcome in the development of European integration, but the very
fact that we can speak of the possibility of such integration at
all is due in large part to Ma Schuman's unsparing efforts to
reach an understanding with the neighbours of France beyond the
Rhine. I have every confidence that his distinguished successor
as Foreign Minister of France Me Bidault, will continue thi s
task with equal success .

Such, . . . is the picture very roughly•and inadequately
sketched, and with many omissions, some of which I have no doubt
will be pointed out in the course of this debate ,

The picture continues to give cause for concern, but in
some respects it is, I think, a shade brighter than when I spoke
last June . Uncertainty and anXiety still darken the genera l
design. We still live in a world which is groping for unity and
peace . It is true, and we have been reminded of it with increas-
ing vehemence recently, that the leaders of Soviet Communism are
prepared to offer the world "unity" and "peace", but what unity
what peace and at what price? If it is simply the acceptance of
Soviet domination, and the relinquishing of our liberty, that
price is too high and there can be no bargaining on that basis .
For us, and for a11 people who value freedom at its true wôrth, that
is a price which we shall not pay, But there is no reason for des-
pair . We must, and I am sure we ca n9 with patience and persever-
ance and the right use of our growing strer.gth, discover anothe r
and a better way of, finding a durable peace within the framework
of freedom .

S /C
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